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Abstract 
In the mid 1990s the Australian Postal Corporation which is the largest urban network transport operator in Australia, 
began development of a second electronic transport activity application that would record the activity of vehicles, the 
products carried and the network points services on a ‘transport duty’ basis. The first system had been a fleet 
management system. Integral to the development of this second electronic information transport recording system 
was the creation of an activity language that reflected the actions of product collection, delivery, transfers, 
supervision, handovers etc. Some 30 major activity tasks could define the network operations of the Postal Authority.  
Developing the concept of the transport ‘duty’ was the intrinsic data structure upon which the activities and sub-
activities were designed. The development of the meta language took some 2.5 years and a national working party’s 
effort to be achieved. Initially the ‘Transport Information System’ (TIS) became the first electronic representation of 
the urban and connecting postal networks. This development then allowed two very important corporate outcomes: 
the development of a significant information system that was integral for both existing and future urban transport 
operations, and the achievement of urban operational efficiencies and sustainability targets set for the corporation.” 
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1. Introduction 
How large transport companies organize their internal fleet and delivery operations is not generally 
transparent to their customers or even to fleet analysts. However, the larger a fleet is the greater is the 
requirement for keeping the fleet to an efficient size, determining the right vehicle mix, and allocating the 
right vehicles to right customers. This can be a problem for small fleets with a few dozen vehicles but for 
large fleets of several thousand vehicles efficiency and even the regulatory governance of the fleet, 
requires significantly large and robust information systems. Most diverse large fleets will usually have a 
large urban component and by not having good support ICT systems large fleet and operations 
inefficiencies can easily develop. This case study examines the importance of the development of a 
specific operational ICT system for the Australian national postal authority, Australia Post. This was done 
by the creation of a programmable ‘meta-language’ called TIS (Transport Information System). It was 
programmed in Visual-Basic. For the purpose of this paper a meta-language is defined as  
 
“A language or system of symbols used to discuss another language or system..."  
 
In this case the meta-language was created to reflect a direct mapping of field freight transport 
terminology to exact transport operational actions. The development of this programmable transport 
language was the first of its type in the world to be used for operations management on a day to day basis. 
At this time the Fleet Management System has been merged into internationally branded Enterprise 
Resource Planning  systems but as yet the meta-language based Transport Information System has not 
been and remains a standalone and unique urban freight planning tool. 
2. Background 
Australia is a large country totalling 7.7million sq km.  Australia has six states—New South Wales 
(NSW), Queensland (QLD), South Australia (SA), Tasmania (TAS), Victoria (VIC), and Western 
Australia (WA)—and two major mainland territories—the Northern Territory (NT) and the Australian 
Capital Territory (ACT). Around 73% of the population live in the top ten urban cities and conurbations. 
(See Table 1).  
Table 1. Largest populated areas in Australia (Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2009 Cat 3222.0) 
Rank City Name State Population. 
1 Sydney NSW 4,504,469 
2 Melbourne VIC 3,995,537 
3 Brisbane QLD 2,004,262 
4 Perth WA 1,658,992 
5 Adelaide SA 1,187,466 
6 Gold Coast- Tweed QLD/ NSW 577,977 
7 Newcastle NSW 540,796 
8 Canberra- Queanbeyan ACT/ NSW 403,118 
9 Wollongong NSW 288,984 
10 Sunshine Coast QLD 245,309 
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The national postal corporation, Australia Post, is the largest network logistics provider in the country, 
as are the national postal authorities in many other countries. Australia Post is a solely owned 
Government business enterprise, with the Commonwealth of Australia being the sole stakeholder. 
Australia Post provides a letter and parcels delivery service to 10.7 million addresses. The city sizes and 
distances involved between them offer a number of unique logistical challenges. in order to deliver an 
efficient service. The Postal Corporation, like any other very large transport and logistics operator, needs 
to know its own fleet holdings as well as its operational and network services, especially for its large 
commercial fleet. 
2.1. The fleet management system 
The first major internal transport software systems was its own ‘fleet management system’, (FMS) 
which became known as AP-Fleet. It was developed during the early to late 1980s. It contained a range of 
modules and were written in different programming languages which included Fortran IV and V, Cobol 
and C. It had the capability to also read magnetic tapes for recorded fuel transactions, which could be as 
high as 12,000 transactions per day. (Just the 7,000 motor cycles could be refuelled up to twice a day.) . 
The purpose of a fleet management system is to record fleet information by specific vehicle. Not only are 
there specific legal requirements such as  
x vehicle registration, and its renewal date each year, but also 
x compulsory driver, and vehicle accident insurances. 
Table 2. Major vehicles classes for fleet management recording (Source: Mail and Network Transport, Australia Post) 
Vehicle Group Class Group description 
Class M Motor Cycle 
Class N Passenger Vehicle 
Class O LCV 1 tonne or 2 tonne GVM 
Class R Commercial Utility or Rigid truck < 5 tonne GVM 
Class S Light Rigid Truck 8.0 or 11.9 tonnes GVM 
Class T Heavy rigid Truck 2 axle rigid 15 tonne or 22.5 tonnes GVM 
Class X Articulated Trucks 42.5 tonnes or 62.5 tonnes GVM 
Class Y Articulated Trailers  
 
Further to these fields data other captured was: 
1. Vehicle type (by sub-type) 
2. Vehicle registration number 
3. assigned vehicle domestic number 
4. Vehicle depot location number by State 
5. Purchase price 
6. date purchased 
7. date vehicle was commissioned into the fleet 
8. fuel transactions with odometer reading 
9. maintenance costs by part, at odometer reading 
10. vehicle accident costs to own vehicle with date for each subsequent repair.  
11. tyre cost by new and retreaded tyres 
12. kilometres travelled by month at end of month. 
13. capital cost estimate per month based on depreciation rules for that vehicle class and cost of 
capital for each vehicle class and sub-class, or just lease price per month, 
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14. vehicle decommissioning date, and 
15. vehicle sale price with sale date. 
 
The monthly reports could be generated for a vehicle, a class of vehicles, a transport depot, a total 
State and national report. Special reports, and there were many, could be extracted very flexibly through 
using a specialist ‘cyber-query’ extraction language. Table 2 lists the macro group level categorization of 
the national postal fleet. 
 
The unit for FMS reporting on a per vehicle basis was on a cent/kilometre unit. No driver data was 
captured by the FMS, it was purely vehicle costs. 
3. The need for an operational transport information system 
Australia Post collects and delivers product from customers, across thousand of nodes such as: Post 
Offices, Licensed Post Offices, Street Posting Boxes, Hubs, delivery centres, and large mail and Parcel 
Processing centres as well as other major nodes within the network like air, sea and rail ports.  Australia 
Post has delivery standards for all products, and these service standards are totally dependent on a service 
driven transport and delivery network.   
The size and complexity of this network requires numerous drivers performing numerous tasks.  Major 
cities normally have multiple transport depots and each depot has thousands of scheduled transport tasks 
to perform in any 24 hr period.  There are normally different requirements for different days and there is 
also a large component of unscheduled or “adhoc” work often termed ‘work as directed’ (WAD).  The 
postal network is operational 7 day a week  with Saturdays and Sundays having different requirements to 
normal weekdays. 
Prior to the development of an operational TIS, (Transport Information System), the transport function 
within Australia Post was managed differently in different depots and in different States. There was no 
one method by which the efficiency of different depots could be measured by on the same criteria.  In fact 
many depots used paper journal entries to record vehicle despatches and arrivals. Even local spread sheets 
and documents were used to supplement to paper based journals in order to manage the daily operations 
on the organization, with the second largest vehicle fleet in the nation. The goal of the project was to 
create a system to provide information about Transport functions and to enable efficient management of 
transport tasks. 
TIS was developed as an internal joint venture with business representatives from each state along 
with the head programmer, project manager, business analyst heading the management committee and 
“subject matter experts” from other parts of the business joined the group because their participation was 
warranted, and they left the group when their participation was no longer required. 
What the system created would be the following inter-related functions of the first TIS module which 
included: 
x Creation and maintenance of duty boards 
x Creation and maintenance of staff rosters 
x Creation and maintenance of Street Posting Box information 
x Generation of Key Performance Indicator reports 
x Mail path mapping 
x Reporting 
 
The relationships between the various data fields in these modules became the strength of TIS.  
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3.1. Creating nodes and tasks  
The prime operation of a transport driver was to drive a specific type of truck, or light commercial 
vehicle, along a pre-designated set of network nodes and perform a set of activities whilst on this duty. 
The network is represented in TIS by nodes, task and duties. A duty is a set of tasks that are performed at 
specified times and locations. This first meant that the nodes in the postal network had to be defined, the 
tasks had to be defined, and route order for that duty could be produced for the driver.4 
The nodes existed but each transport division in each State of the country had to consistently assign a 
name to the nodes and eventually these nodes were assigned latitude and longitude co-ordinates. 
Consistent naming was an important especially for Airports that could be a destination for several cities 
that did not belong to the State of origin. Sydney’s domestic airport was found to have six names until the 
nomenclature was standardized.  
Tasks are also undertaken at nodes. To agree on the standards took nearly two years. The range of 
duties is presented in Table 3. 
Table 3. Major task activities that occur at nodes (Source: Mail and Network Transport, TIS (pers comm.)) 
Activity code Task activity description 
CCD Delivery, Collection & Clearance                   
CLR Clear Street Posting Box                                  
COC Collection & Clearance                             
COD Delivery & Collection                              
COL Collection                                         
DEL Delivery                                           
DLC Delivery & Clearance                               
HMC Handover Mail - Collect                            
HMD Handover Mail - Deliver                            
HMX Handover Mail - Exchange                           
HVC Handover Vehicle - Collect                         
HVD Handover Vehicle - Deliver                         
HVX Handover Vehicle - Exchange                        
MBP Meal Break Paid                                    
MBU Meal Break Unpaid                                  
NPB Unpaid Break                                       
PDL Parcel Delivery                                    
PRI Return & Prepare Vehicle - Interim                 
PRV Return & Prepare Vehicle                           
PVC Prepare Vehicle - Collect                          
PVH Prepare Vehicle                                    
PVI Prepare Vehicle - Interim                          
RVH Return Vehicle                                     
RVI Return Vehicle - Interim                           
SUP Supervisory                                        
TRN Training                                           
VHS Vehicle Servicing                                  
WAC Work As Directed - Customers                       
WAD Work As Directed                                   
WAS Work As Directed - Shipping                        
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The Transport Information System when it was populated held the first electronic representation of 
the nodes in the domestic Postal network. 
3.2. Duty boards 
The first module completed was the duty board module.  A duty board is a collection of activities that 
form the drivers’ tasks for his/her shift. To manage the need to change duties to meet business 
requirements a series of “draft’ and “permanent” duties were created. To manage the concept of duties, 
authorised users were able to create draft duties. 
Each duty has a start and finish date.  This allowed for duties to be updated as the needs of the business 
changed.  Draft duties were prototype duties and not used by drivers.  If a duty was to be used by a driver 
the duties was made into a “permanent duty”.  As a new version of a duty was made permanent the 
previous version would be finished on that date.  One of the steps in making a duty permanent was to 
record the reason the duty was changed in a text field.  Each duty works on set days and has a dedicated 
start, finish and break times.  Each version of a duty is unique and only one permanent duty could exist 
for each duty number for any given date. A duty is made up of a number of different tasks.  There are task 
types to cover each of the different types of task performed by driver in the performance of their daily 
duties, new task types can be added as required. Each location at which a task was performed in TIS is a 
“node”.  Each node has a unique identifier.  There are a number of different types of nodes in TIS. Each 
node had information attached to allow for the various functions of TIS. The information included: 
x Address 
x Type 
x Geospatial information 
x Maximum vehicle size 
x Processing time  
x Effective & expiry date  
x Street posting box related data 
x Dock or number/s 
 
The attached node details enabled operator to ensure compliance to different business rules and legal 
requirements, such as vehicle size, hours of operation, and clearance.   
Each task is performed at a “Node” and a specific door or dock number from which the task is 
performed ( i.e. collect dock 4) can be nominated.  Each task has start, finish times, driver instruction and 
driver note. A task is normally broken down further in to a series of activities.  Activities can be a simple 
as deliver or collect, and can be a collection of tasks.  An activity lists the product or products to be 
collected, the container type to be collected (bags, trays, cages, sea container, etc), the delivery/collection 
node and /or the “transit for” node.  “Transit for” nodes are used when collecting or delivering product to 
a node for another to duty to collect for final delivery.  The data entered into each activity becomes the 
driver instruction of each task, while the driver note is a small free text field.   
TIS tasks are grouped into one of 3 types they are: 
x Transport 
x Work As Directed (WAD) [unassigned time] 
x Non Transport duties 
 
Each transport and non-transport task must be paired with a matching task, for instance a collection 
must have a delivery, or a prepare vehicle task must have a return vehicle task later in the shift.  These 
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tasks need not be subsequent but with out the matching task, duties will not be verified as correct and 
cannot be made permanent, this protects the integrity of the data within the system. 
Work as directed tasks (WAD) record down time and are used by operational supervisors to perform 
adhoc tasks or special runs. 
Each transport depot was a separate entity in TIS and a software operator with appropriate permission, 
was able to set defaults for each depot.  State and national TIS controllers had access to control tables 
appropriate to their system status.  These controls set work defaults for each depot, state or nationally.  
These defaults were used to manage the legal requirements of a drivers’ duties, such as daily driving 
hours, hours between shifts and length of time without a meal break  
The inclusion of driver rosters allowed the matching of staff to duties this created a permanent record 
of each persons capabilities and allowed for further reporting such as break between weekly shifts, 
allowed for seasonal issues, and other unscheduled events.  The rosters represent the planned event and 
operation realities impacted on daily operations. 
The rosters module contained field to add details of each drive the fields not only contained driver 
name but also vehicle licence type.  Which ensures a driver could not be rostered onto a duty which they 
did not have the licence.  The rostering in TIS allows the user to roster staff on duties thus ensuring all 
duties are completed.   
 The completion of the Duty Board and Rosters modules captured critical data on business operations.  
Further use of data on staff and tasks, information on vehicle usage also needed to be included.  Approved 
users are also able to enter the numbers and types of each vehicle. This data was directly linked to the 
vehicle type in duty boards and referenced to each drivers’ licence type.  The combined data allowed for a 
range on in-depth KPIs on transport costs and efficiencies to be measured. Appendix 1 presents an 
example of data output for a Postal Duty. 
3.3. Activity based costing for postal transport  
One of the most valuable reports is the costing model report. This report collates the amount of time 
spent on each different task type and for each different product type, and provides a percentage or a 
period of time spent on each task type and each product type. These figures give unprecedented data on 
the amount of labour that is expended on each product type and each type of activity. Combined with 
labour and vehicle costs it provides a very accurate report on the transport costs of the different postal 
products. 
TIS had a comprehensive set of KPIs.  The system was based on planned times and resources as no 
data on actual operational conditions was included in the developed modules of TIS. 
The KPIs  used the following naming conventions: 
x Rostered – planned resources 
x Fleet – A measure of vehicle 
x Hours – used in time based comparison  
x Driving – actual “on the road” transport based activities 
x Available – based on staff availability 36.75 hours weekly per staff member, and 168 hours weekly per 
vehicle. 
 
Ten common KPIs are presented in Table 4. Actual values from two major depots are presented in 
Table 5. 
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Table 4. Transport Information System - KPIs and definitions (Source: Mail and Network Transport (pers comm.)) 
1. Roster Fleet  vs Available Fleet This is a measure of the hours of vehicle use in roster duties compared 
to the available vehicle hours 
2.Rostered Fleet Hours vs Rostered Staff Hours This vehicle utilization measured the amount of vehicle time 
compared to the total staff time. 
Rostered Fleet Hours vs Available Staff Hours Vehicle usage in rostered duties compared to the notional staff 
available for the period 
Available Driver Hours vs Available Staff Hours Measures driver percentage of total staff hours 
Available Driver Hours vs Available Fleet Hours Notional driver hours compared to maximum vehicle hours for the 
period. 
Rostered Overtime Ratio A measure of built-in overtime in a depot 
Rostered Work as Directed Ratio A measure of Work a Directed time (down time)  in a depot, based on 
rostered driver hours. 
Rostered Supervision Ratio A measure of the supervision duties in a depot, based on rostered 
hours against rostered driver hours. 
Rostered Fleet Hours vs Available Driver Hours Vehicle usage in rostered duties compared to the notional drivers 
available for the period 
Rostered Wheel turning Fleet vs Rostered Fleet 
Hours 
Hours of vehicle “non-driving” used in rostered duties compared to 
total rostered hours of vehicle use in the period. 
Table 5. TIS KPIs – A selection 
Rostered Fleet Hours vs Available Fleet Hours 28.3% 
Rostered Fleet Hours vs Rostered Staff Hours 99.1% 
Rostered Driving Fleet Hours vs Available Driver Hours 70.3% 
Driver/Administration Ratio (Total Driver/ all staff total) 80.8% 
Rostered Overtime Ratio 4.2% 
Rostered Driving Fleet Hours vs Total Rostered Fleet Hours 75.0% 
Rostered Work as Directed Ratio 5.1% 
Rostered Supervision Ratio 10.6% 
Rostered Fleet Hours vs Available Driver Hours NC 
Rostered Wheel Turning  Fleet Hours vs Rostered Fleet Hours NC 
(Note: NC - Not Calculated) 
 
The data that was contained in TIS, was extractable in a number of formats and were used to support 
the daily transport operations. These reports allow supervisors to make informed decisions about day to 
day operational issues and have up to date information on hand to develop appropriate ad hoc solutions as 
required.  
The information contained in the KPI reports allowed depots to measure themselves against other state 
and depot to provide real life measures on a common set of criteria. This feature was found to be 
particularly useful for smaller States with only single depots that could now measure their operational 
performance against other depots in other States. 
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Unlike the Fleet Management System, which used units of c/km, the Transport Information System 
used base units of hours and $/hour for activities, duties and rosters. 
 
The interrelationship between these various modules within TIS allowed for the development of a 
number of critical interfaces to other programs and this included various vehicle routing and scheduling 
software packages. 
3.4. Optimization when activated 
A common issue with transport routing and optimization programs is that they are often very data 
intensive, especially for large networks. This process is made considerably easier when duties can be 
downloaded, from an existing operations database, in a compatible input format for a routing engine. 
Certain transport depots undertook such analysis more regularly than others but the outcome of depot, or 
sub-network, optimization did have considerable benefits in initially trimming excess resources, and later 
by scheduling existing vehicle capacity in very high demand periods to minimize extra trips and driver 
resources.  
The operational reports allowed for quick comparisons between the current and the proposed new 
solutions derived from the optimisation output.  
3.5. Mail path mapping 
Mail path mapping refers to the capability of examining the transport links of any origin-destination 
pairs in the entire postal network and determining if the transport pickup and delivery times allowed for 
delivery against published or promised service standards. This was only possible because of the electronic 
representation of the network and the transport duties the allocated to the nodes in the network. This was 
possibly the greatest diagnostic tool that any Postal service has globally for determining potential delivery 
service failure. 
4. Conclusion 
The initial development of the Postal Fleet Management System and later from 1995 onwards, the 
implementation of the Transport Information System allowed for the:  
x Visibly examining the efficiency of postal road transport activities through activity based costing and 
utilization analysis, and to  
x achieve even higher levels of productivity through better planning, matching resources to demand, 
restructuring the vehicle fleet and 
x by outsourcing urban transport tasks that were identified as inefficient. 
 
Although there was a major network restructure from 1996 to 2003 (Hassall, 2003) the combination of 
these dual purpose transport software management tools allowed enormous efficiencies to be achieved. 
Table 6 reflects the evolution of these efficiencies through the gradual drift away from smaller trucks 
to larger rigid and articulated type vehicles and the outsourcing of many duties at the light commercial 
vehicle (LCV) and light rigid truck segment of operations. The vast balance of this fleet reduction was for 
urban operations. 
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Table 6. Changes in commercial vehicle fleet1 1996/97 to 2006/07 
1996/97 2006/07 
Vehicle Class Vehicle Numbers Vehicle Class Vehicle Numbers 
LCV (<2 t) 1608 LCV (<2 t) 1198 
Light Rigid (<9 t) 614 Light Rigid (<9 t) 423 
Heavy Rigid (12t to 22.5t) 321 Heavy Rigid (12t to 22.5t) 475 
Articulated (>40 t) 54 Articulated (>40 t) 121 
Total 2597 Total 2217 
Fleet Change (percent)   - 14.6% 
 
 As can be noted in Table 6 a 14% reduction of fleet vehicles was achieved over a ten year period 
although both task and mail and parcel volumes grew. The software management systems were crucial in 
this achievement. 
The development of the TIS system incorporated the first transport freight language to be programmed 
and used for operational planning, operations compliance and actual resource allocation.  
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Appendix A.  
 
 
 
